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Roofline of auditorium with Sirat hills beyond. 





The centre is organised around two courtyards, 
partially shaded by wood screens. 



Detail of the tensile structure of the auditorium, 



IN TER-CON TIN EN TAL HOTEL AND CONFER

ENCE CENTRE. Client: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Minis

try of Finance and National Economy; Architects: Rolf Gut-

brod, Frei Otto. 

In 1966 the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Finance sponsored an 

international competition for the design of a conference cen

tre with hotel and mosque. The German team of Rolf Gut-

brod and Frei Otto won the competition. Their design, in

spired by bedouin tents, proposed an enormous tent structure 

which would shelter beneath it an artificial oasis surrounded 

by the conference facilities and hotel rooms. The tent struc

ture, marked at the centre by a 60-metre-high mast carrying a 

water tank, would have been open at the sides and top, per

mitting air to flow in and vent upward. After the competition 

the architects were asked by the ministry to develop their 

scheme for a different site, one located four miles west of Mec

ca, along a dry wadi bed, surrounded by the rugged Sirat hills. 

The winning design which had been suitable for the flat desert 

site near Riyadh was no longer appropriate. The new site's 

proximity to the holy city and the surrounding rugged terrain 

suggested a different solution, one less obtrusive and more in 

harmony with the landscape. 

Spatial Organisation. The new design preserved the relation

ship between the auditorium and seminar rooms and the loose 

polygonal arrangement of the terraced hotel rooms. However, 

the single tent structure was eliminated. Instead, the architec

ture focussed around two partially shaded gardens—places of 

quiet refreshment and a welcome respite from the arid desert 

surroundings. The informal distribution of spaces around the 

open areas recalls traditional community layout. 

Approaching the complex along the Mecca-Jiddah road, 

one can see the expressive gleaming forms of the auditorium 

and seminar structures, outlined against the craggy hills be

hind. The rest of the hotel complex is low, barely visible, 

spreading along the valley floor. The visitor approaches the 

complex along a drive that leads to a central, partially shaded 

arrival area shared by the hotel and conference facilities. The 

1. Regional map. The Inter-Continental Hotel and Conference 

Centre lies in a rocky wadi on the north side of the road that con

nects Jiddah to Mecca. 
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hotel complex is to the left. Each of the 170 rooms has a 

balcony which overlooks either the central garden or the gar

dens and hills surrounding the complex. Five large private 

suites extend into the garden at the ground level. 

The conference centre, to the right of the central arrival 

area, is served by a second entrance which leads directly to the 

lobby area off which are all the meeting rooms. In addition to 

the main space, a 1400-seat auditorium, there is a variety of 

meeting areas which accommodate conferences of almost any 

size or nature; three seminar rooms, each seating 200 people; 

six smaller meeting rooms; a royal suite; and reception areas. 

A separate entrance used by women attending receptions is 

provided from the enclosed parking area. Between the two 

major parts of the complex are the kitchen and several dining 

areas shared by both sections of the centre. 

A landscaped path leads from the main arrival area to a 

2. Site plan of the centre. 

3. Design sketch. Fascinated by tent structures in Saudi Arabia, 

the engineer/architect, Frei Otto, utilised a spanning system using 

high-stress steel cables. 

4- Constructing seminar facilities. The spanning structure was 

covered with sun-reflecting aluminium ribbed sheeting. 

5. Interior of auditorium. The tension cables supporting the roof 

are revealed in the ceiling of the hall. 

a. entrance complex 
b. seminar rooms 
c. auditorium 
d. service wing 
e. hotel rooms 
f. employee housing 
g. mosque 
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small mosque. Offices are located on the first level; at its 

ground level are the ablution area, reception, and the main 

court (an open shaded space). The qibla wall incorporates the 

minaret. Reached by stone steps, the minaret recalls those in 

older mosques of the region. There is a small enclosed garden 

to the side of the building. 

Three on-site residences for the management are provided 

at the rear of the site, accessible through the service yard. 

There is also provision for a future banquet hall which would 

be built adjacent to the auditorium. 

6. Plan of the auditorium with shaded forecourt and auditorium 

section. The hanging roof structure relying on the weight of the roof 

itself is a first in high-technology construction. Such innovations are 

beginning to appear in the Middle East, now a key locus for large-

scale construction. 

Architectural Expression. The architecture of the hotel and 

conference centre incorporates traditional elements and func

tional design to preserve Saudi custom. At the same time, 

innovative responses were made to the demands of contempo

rary life, taking full advantage of modern technology. 

The designers drew their initial inspiration from the con

trasting forms of heavy Saudi mud houses and lightweight be

douin tents. From this came the low concrete frame structures 

of the hotel complex and the lightweight steel suspension 

roofs of the conference spaces. The auditorium and three sem

inar rooms are treated as separate volumes, each volume clear

ly expressing the functional space within. All are covered 

with sun-reflecting aluminium ribbed sheeting. (The audito

rium is the first hanging roof structure in the Middle East and 

it is the first of its kind anywhere to rely on the weight of the 

roof itself—which includes three layers of mineral rock plank 
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insulation—to balance uplift forces. ) The dynamic interior 

space of the auditorium cascades down to the stage area. In 

contrast to the light, tensile roof structure which envelops the 

room are the poured-in-place concrete seating structure and 

stair towers. The wood acoustic-absorption panels suspended 

from the roof structure give the room a warm tone. Lighting 

above the stage is carried on a suspended space frame. 

Wooden lattice screens, seen in old Mecca and Jiddah, 

were another source of inspiration for the designers. Terming 

the wooden screens kafess, the designers adapted them in a 

variety of ways as shading devices. In the two interior garden 

areas and at the main entrance, wooden slats supported on 

webs of wire cables form a canopy which sweeps around each 

open space, filtering the bright sun and casting patterned 

shadows on the paving beneath. A fixed wooden lattice, sup

ported by a grid of steel columns, covers the courtyard of the 

7. Section and roof plan of shaded mosque court and first level 
plan of offices. 

8. Mosque courtyard. To provide greater comfort during prayer, 

the courtyard of the mosque is shaded by a system of wood screens 

similar to those used throughout the complex. 

9. The orienting qibla wall of the mosque showing the extruding 

mihrab niche and pulpit. 
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mosque. The hotel room balconies are shaded by kafess on 

pivots, making it possible to adjust the angle of shading. Ver

tically, kafess are used to protect the large glazed areas of the 

reception spaces and mosque offices. Throughout, the slats 

vary, combining horizontal, vertical, and diagonal patterns, 

adding texture and scale to the surface and a richness through 

the play of light and shadow. The kafess provide protection 

from the direct sun—badly needed in the arid climate where 

temperatures in the summer can reach 45° C.—reducing the 

heat loads carried by the central air conditioning.4 

The concern for detail led to the inclusion of a rich variety 

of materials, both native and imported.5 Basaltic stone, the 



material of the surrounding hills, was used extensively for ex

terior wall facing, low garden walls, and paving. Redwood 

from Scandinavia was used for all the kafess and window 

frames. Floors were finished with various tiles and stone juxta

posed in rich patterns, and these at times are covered with 

I«5» 

carpets. Paving in the outside garden areas combines pebbles, 

rough and finished stone, concrete, and tile. Plant materials, 

restricted to those that survive in the saline soil and arid cli

mate where less than 13 centimetres of rain falls annually, 

include tamarisks and acasias. Decorative patterns and Koran

ic texts, hand-carved by Saudi craftsmen, were integrated into 

various elements of the conference centre. 

10. Hotel facade. The hotel room balconies are shaded by wooden 

lattice screens (kafess) on pivots, making it possible to adjust the 

angle of shading. 

11. Construction detail. Wood, aluminium, glass, and concrete 

constitute a rich palette of materials for this contemporary complex. 

12. Paving details. A variety of finely wrought stone paving covers 

all the terraces, floors, and paths of the centre. 

13. Detail of the minbar exterior. 


